Masoor Bracelet
Designed by Jennifer Schwartzenberger ~ Pattern by Susan Schwartzenberger ©2013

Masoor is the Indian name for lentils. Both the legume and our lentil-shaped beads come in lots of colors, so you just
might need to make a few of these bracelets in all of your favorite combinations.
Techniques: Right Angle Weave (RAW,) Embellishment
Fit – Sample as shown fits at 7 ¼ inches

Materials
Size 8° seed beads
64 Lentil-shaped beads – shown in dusty mauve
96 Lentil-shaped beads – shown in rose-gold luster
Beading thread
Beading needle – Size 10
Thread conditioner, optional
Two thread/wire protectors
Clasp of your choice

Be thread savvy – make friends with your thread











Cut a comfortable length of thread – generally, the distance between your outstretched hands or about four
feet. Using longer lengths will contribute to tangling and cause the thread to wear.
S-t-r-e-t-c-h your thread. Here is why:
o Curly threads tend to tangle around each other, so straighten out the tight curl caused by being wound on
the small bobbin.
o If you do not stretch the ease out of the thread, the weight of the beads in your finished project will
loosen the tension and change the shape of your jewelry. The amount of stretch varies by brand and
composition.
Thread conditioner – Use beeswax or Thread Heaven™. The wax provides a tackiness that
helps you hold correct tension throughout the project. Thread Heaven provides a very smooth
surface, similar to the non-stick coating on cook wear. Do not condition the ends of the thread
where you will be tying knots.
Place a needle on one end. At the other end, place a carefully folded 1” piece of tape over the
thread, leaving a 6” tail. This tape stops the beads from falling off, and you will weave the tail
into the beadwork later.
Thread color matters. Thread color can affect the color of translucent beads. You can
achieve subtle color changes by using several colors of thread with a single translucent bead
color. The same light topaz beads at right are stitched with (from the top) white, gold, gray,
cranberry and black threads.
GET A GRIP! From the very beginning of each product you want to get a grip! Once beads are in
place, hold them there by “pinching” your fingers over them. The movement caused by passing the
needle and thread through them can loosen the tension. Don’t let that happen! Get a grip!
Thread or wire protectors are a small bit of metal that helps protect the stringing material from
wearing out where it joins the clasp. You will need one protector for each place you attach to the
clasp.

RAW Bracelet Base – 32x4 units
 Think of the first row of Right Angle Weave (RAW) as if you were
building a very simple building, like a hotel – square rooms sitting right
beside each other. The walls of the room are shown as the green thread
path in the graphic at the right. Each of the rooms shares a wall with the
room next to it.
 The thread path always follows the perimeter of the four square walls. It never takes a straight path like the one
shown as the red arrow. You always add beads/walls by turning a right angle.
 The thread path produces beadwork that will look like squared figure 8s, first joined end-to-end, then, side-byside.
 The thread path alternates clock-wise, then counter-clock-wise with each addition – see diagrams below.
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Row One
Room 1 – Figure 1
 PU four size 8º seed beads.
 PNT through all the beads again. Leaving a six-inch tail, tie the beads into a circle (red dot.) You will weave in
the tail thread later.
 Needle though two beads. Position the beadwork so the thread is coming out of the top right corner. This bead
is the first “shared wall.”
Room 2 – Figure 2
 The thread path starts at the dotted red arrow in the shared wall. PU three beads. PNT up the shared wall,
across the top bead, and down through the next bead – the second “shared wall.” This is 1-1/2 times around the
room perimeter.
 This is a clockwise thread path, ending with the needle and thread pointing down.
Room 3 – Figure 3
 The thread path starts at the dotted red arrow in the shared wall. PU three beads. Needle down though the
second “shared wall.” across the bottom bead, and up through the next bead (ending with the red arrow.)
 This is a counter-clockwise thread path, ending with the thread pointing up.
Rooms 4 +
 Repeat steps 3 and 4 until you have 32 side-by-side “rooms.” This completes the first row.
o To make your bracelet fit correctly, you may need more or fewer than 32 rooms, which makes a 6.5”
length of beadwork. The clasp will add more length.
You may use these instructions for your personal use only. You may not reproduce or copy these instructions
except to make a working copy for your personal use to keep this original in good shape. You may not teach this
project in a class for profit, nor sell these instructions for profit. Please respect the rights of other beaders,
authors, and artists.
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Row Two
Flip your work end-to-end and work from the left to the right.
You will add the first room of the second row to the side of Row One using three beads. All consecutive rooms will
only need two beads added because two shared walls are already in place.
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Figure 4
o Pass through one bead on the long edge of the bracelet base – shown as the dotted red arrow.
o Pick up three beads and pass through the shared wall, and one more bead.
 The thread path is clock-wise.



Figure 5 – There are now two walls already in place.
o Pick up two beads, pass through two shared walls and the two beads just added, AND one more bead
along the edge of Row One.
 Consider this the “long path.”
 The thread path is counter-clockwise.



Figure 6
o Pick up two beads. Pass through two previous shared walls and the first bead just added.
 Consider this the “short path.”
 The thread path is clock-wise.



Continue adding rooms along the length of the base, alternating between Figure 5 and Figure 6 thread paths.



Add Row Three and Row Four in the same manner.

Embellishment
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Figure 7 –
o Place a seed bead between each pair of protruding seed beads along each edge
and around each end – shown in light blue.
o Add five lentils over the two middle beads.

Add the Clasp


The thread path used to add the clasp may differ with each style of clasp.
o Make it look good – Keep the threads neat.
o Make it function – Reinforce the connection several times, working the thread
through beads away from the edge, then back. This will distribute the stress of
operating the clasp throughout a larger area.
o Adjust the quantity of beads used when adding your clasp in order to make your bracelet fit – shown in
green.
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Tying one on! – Start, Stop, and Add Threads







Always start and finish by leaving a six-inch tail of thread unless otherwise noted in the directions.
Option 1: Add a new thread with a Bookbinder’s Knot:
o Six inches from one end of your new thread, form a slip-knot. (Make a loop and bring a fold of the
working thread through the loop.) Slide this loop over the thread tail in your work and bring it right next
to the last bead.
o Tighten the slip-knot by pulling the both ends of the new thread in opposite directions until you hear a
“pop.” If you don’t hear the pop, it probably didn’t work and you have to start over. It takes a bit of
practice to get this to work, so keep practicing until you master this knot.
Option 2: Use any knot, placing it right next to the bead surface. Some knots are so thick they can block the
access to hole of the bead next to it. Place a “fat” knot next to a bead with a large hole, or next to a bead you
are certain that you don’t have to pass the needle and thread through again. Use a common “tie your shoe” knot,
or surgeon’s knot.
Option 3: Skip the knot; start and stop each thread using #2-3 of the following directions.

Tying off – Weave in Thread Tails

NEVER CUT THREAD AT THE KNOT!
1. You should “bury” at least one inch of thread beyond any knot. Cutting close to the knot might allow it to
ravel, causing your work to loosen and fall apart.
2. Take care of the thread tails as soon as you can. Put a needle on the six-inch tail and weave back through your
work, following the same thread path for this stitch. Try to work around in a circle or square at least once. Clip
the thread close to the last bead.
3. Add security while burying the tail thread by including a few half-hitch knots. To make a half-hitch knot, pass
NT under the thread between beads; pull it until there is a small loop left. Pass NT through the loop and tighten.
Repeat a few times while working the tail into the work. You can add a thread without knotting by reversing
this process, starting from an inch away from and working toward the point where you want to start using the
new thread.

Half-Hitch “knot” – This isn’t a real knot, but it is used to hold the tension of previous stitches or
when you are tying off threads.





You can form a half-hitch knot wherever you can get to a thread between beads – either
the exposed bridge between beads that sit next to each other (shown in green) or
between beads that are stacked (shown at the blue arrow.)
Pass your needle under the existing thread and pull up a small loop. Pass the needle
through the loop and tighten it.
When you are ending your thread, work a few half-hitches for security. Between hitches, pass the needle
through a few beads. Form another hitch at the point you have exited between beads.
 Do not move through beads AND try to half-hitch at the same time – this just wraps thread around the
beads.

Susan’s Rules for Needle & Thread Work
In general, I believe rules are meant as a starting point, rather than a stopping point. This belief has gotten me into trouble from
time-to-time… Therefore, I will share the following because I have learned these things the hard way:
1.
Always leave at least a six-inch tail thread, both starting and stopping. Most beading needles are 2” long, and you
need the six inches of thread to be able to maneuver the needle comfortably as you weave the tails into the beadwork.
2.
Do not to try to “un-sew” by needling back through a mistake. It just makes a bigger mistake if the needle pierces the
thread inside the bead hole. Unthread your needle. It helps to pull the last bead, which will loosen the thread, rather
than using the point of your needle which could fray the thread.
3.
Start each new component of a project with a new thread. If one part fails, your project can ravel just so far!
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